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Dear Harold, 

Enclosed please find copies of the latest developments on the Ray situation. 
There is also a clipping on Who killed JFK by L. Smith. Just received 
some videos on the CIA, they make an excellent addition to my video lib- 
rary. These videos tell the history of the CIA from the start with 
info and footage on Angleton,Ames and how the CIA deals with terrorism today. 
Was at a memorabilia ' show 2 weekends ago and I found a dealer who had 
lots of vintage JFK memorabilia. He had all kinds of political buttons 
with LBJ,JFK,RFK, Adlai. Stevenson. He also had plenty of old magazines 
pertaining to JFK's administration and his assassination. I purchased a 
Newsweek magazine from 12/63 with JFK on the cover and 3 Time magazines 
from 1952. The Time magazines pertain to Nixon and the election of Ike 
to the presidency. This dealer told me that he had found much of this 
political material at an estate sale from a prominent Democratic family 
on Long Island. I believe the name of this family was Greene. Thought 
you'd be interested to hear about this. Heard from Andy from Last Hurrah 
that Penn Jones is near death. Have you heard anything about this Ordep- 
ed the book on Richard Helms titled The man who kept the secrets by Powers. 
Have you read this book? If so, can you give me any insight into it? 
My house repairs are at a kind of standstill as I now wait for my best friend 
to come help me. Will install new basement windows first then begin to 
tear off the old layers of roofing and putting exterior plywood on my back and front rooms. When I get a higher ladder I can finish priming the exterior 
of this house. Hope your house repairs are going good. Hope you both are feeling well. 

Scott Wilson 
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